
Handy Cards
Appealing cards instead of a boring list of pages

It's always important to draw attention to relevant information. The   allows you to Handy Cards macro
preview your Confluence pages on the main one allowing other users to easily browse between multiple 
pages.

Create a bright page menu in a couple of clicks by selecting content from the top of a page automatically 
or spend time by designing the cards' content manually.

Cards for child pages with automatic content

Don't hesitate, switch to the page editor and try to play with cards' configuration. Switch from 'Top of the 
page' to 'The Excerpt macro' content source.

8 Tips to Make Your Atlassian Instances More 
Secure and Reliable
Handy Macros
Learn how to improve security and reliability of 
your Atlassian software instances... How 
secure are your Jira, Confluence or Bitbucket? 
Is your software reliable enough? Let’s see 
useful tips that ca
StiltSoft

Try other features

Take advantage of the other macros 
bundled within Handy Macros app. 
Click any of the buttons below to 
check out their capabilities.

Handy Status demo

Handy Reminder demo

Handy Cards demo

Handy Tip demo

Handy Carousel demo

Handy Button demo

Handy Page Diff demo

Handy Tasks demo

Handy Date demo

Handy Timestamp demo

Try add-on free!

https://docs.stiltsoft.com/display/HMFC/How+to+use+Handy+Cards+macro
https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/~admin-demo
https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/HM/Handy+Status
https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/HM/Handy+Reminder
https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/HM/Handy+Tip
https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/HM/Handy+Carousel
https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/HM/Handy+Button
https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/HM/Handy+Page+Diff
https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/HM/Handy+Tasks
https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/HM/Handy+Timestamp+and+Handy+Date
https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/HM/Handy+Timestamp+and+Handy+Date
https://marketplace.atlassian.com/plugins/com.stiltsoft.confluence.handy.macros/server/overview


Awesome Graphs for Bitbucket: Exclude Files 
from Lines of Code Statistics
Handy Macros
Find out what's new in Awesome Graphs for 
Bitbucket 4.5.0... Awesome Graphs for 
Bitbucket Server is an app visualizing statistics 
of Git repositories in terms of commits, pull 
requests, and lines of c
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Calendar of Atlassian Events 2019
Handy Macros
Find out what Atlassian events is taking place 
in 2019... There’s so much happening in 
Atlassian Ecosystem all year round! That is 
why we create our overview of Atlassian events 
all over the globe eve
StiltSoft

https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/~admin-demo
https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/~admin-demo


Data Center Approval Procedure for Atlassian 
App Vendors
Handy Macros
Discover all the secrets of Data Center 
Approval Procedure for Atlassian Top 
Vendors... Atlassian delivers a variety of 
applications for planning activities, managing 
projects and products, storing so
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Document Management in Atlassian Confluence
Handy Macros
Learn all the secrets of document management 
in Confluence...Centralized Storage for 
Documents and Files The Smart Attachments 
for Confluence app allows you to forget about 
file fragmentation and impr
StiltSoft

https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/~admin-demo
https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/~admin-demo


How and Why to Migrate between Atlassian 
Server, Cloud and Data Center Applications
Handy Macros
Find out how to migrate between Atlassian 
Server, Cloud and Data Center Applications... 
Atlassian applications are offered in the three 
different types of deployments: Cloud. Atlassian 
deploys and mai
StiltSoft

One-Click Table Filtration in Confluence
Handy Macros
Discover the abilities of one-click table filtration 
in Confluence... Regardless of what industry 
you’re in, good data tables allow your team to 
summarize, organize, and analyze information 
to derive
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Cards with custom content

You can add any custom content, including images, headings, and more, and specify the link to each 
card manually.

https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/~admin-demo
https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/~admin-demo


Handy Status

Handy Status allows you to add statuses that can be dynamically 
changed while you are viewing Confluence pages. Create global or 
personal sets of statuses, define their colors and take advantage of 
interactivity on Confluence pages.

StiltSoft
Handy Button

Handy Button allows you to create visually appealing buttons as an 
excellent replacement for generic links that can be lost among the 
tons of text.

StiltSoft
Handy Timestamp

Handy Timestamp allows you to track the current date and time on 
Confluence pages when you perform maintenance or update 
tasks. Indicate the time of their completion in a blink of an eye!
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Handy Reminder

Handy Reminder allows you to set one-time or regular reminders 
for you or for your team mates on Confluence pages. You'll no 
longer miss an important event or task!
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Handy Social Button

Handy Social Button is a macro that allows you to share any link 
on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
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Handy Carousel

Handy Carousel allows you to add interactive galleries or 
carousels dynamically rotating images or YouTube videos on your 
Confluence pages. Add more attractiveness and increase the click 
rate of media content!
StiltSoft

https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/~admin-demo
https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/~admin-demo
https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/~admin-demo
https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/~admin-demo
https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/~admin-demo
https://demo.stiltsoft.com/display/~admin-demo
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